ABOUT US

The Cambria International School (TCIS) and Junior College (Science - AS & A Levels): With 16 years of experience in spreading the light of education in Kalyan, through all our various ventures. We believe in Equal opportunity and the Faith that each child deserves quality education, irrespective of the demographics, caste, or their status in life - has kept us motivated through our journey here at TCIS.

We strive each day to ensure that students have access to the same caliber of education as students in other prominent cities. We have a unique approach to education and love spreading the knowledge and understanding of what International Curriculum is all about. From Local to Global is our Educational Mantra.

TCIS will follow IGCSE curriculum from Grade I to X and IGCSE: A & AS levels (Science) for Junior College (XI & XII). NEET and JEE support and assistance also provided.

Contact Us:

THE CAMBRIA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL & JUNIOR COLLEGE

Affiliated to the University of Cambridge - Centre Number IN852
State Government School Registration Number - SFS 1011/263/SM-2

WhatsApp: 8928377762
Feedback: tics@gmail.com
www.cambriaschool.com
About IGCSE Board - A & AS Levels

The International General Certificate of Secondary Education (IGCSE), the qualifications are based on individual subjects of study, which means that one receives an "IGCSE" qualification for each subject one takes.

One of the most popular globally recognized curriculums is the Cambridge International Examinations (CIE). Through CIE, you can gain A Level qualifications which are made of AS Levels and A2 Levels. A levels are subject-based qualifications that can lead to university, further study, training, or work. You can normally study three or more A levels over two years.

The A Level qualification is recognised by universities around the world including India. All Indian Boards and Universities accept IGCSE as equivalent to SSC/ICSE/CBSE.

A & AS Level equivalent to Indian Higher Secondary Education

Countries which cater Cambridge A & AS Level students

- Australia
- Canada
- India
- Indonesia
- Malaysia
- New Zealand
- Singapore
- Thailand
- UK
- South Africa
- USA
- Thailand
- South Africa
- USA

National Universities which cater Cambridge A & AS Level students

- Indian Institute of Technology
- University of Mumbai
- St. Xavier's College, Mumbai
- Bharati Vidyapeeth
- ICFAI University
- BITS Pilani
- H.R. College of Commerce and Economics
- Symbiosis International

50 more colleges available all over in India
Our Syllabus is designed to encourage students to prepare for competitive examinations

- English - Communication and General Fluency
- Biology
- Physics
- Chemistry
- Mathematics
- ICT

Our Methodology

At The Cambria International Junior College - Science (A & AS Levels), the teaching methods are formulated to fulfill the future demand. Our teachers will employ variety of strategies in the class and are well equipped to facilitate students to become independent and collaborative critical thinkers.

A good teacher can inspire hope, ignite the imagination, and instill a love of learning. - Brad Henry
WHY CAMBRIA INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE? And Why A levels?

Science incorporates everything from the human body to atoms and matter and even combining acids and alkalines. This broad subject allows you to develop your knowledge and work within a variety of careers.

A level Science qualification will give you all the skills and know-how to fuel your passion and turn it into a successful career. At THE CAMBRIA INTERNATIONAL JUNIOR COLLEGE, we strive to ensure that we prepare your child for the future he/she has dreamed of. A levels already encompasses the in-depth study material with regards to Science as a subject, making NEET and JEE studies much more easier.

Current Trend for NEET & JEE | Benefits of A & AS level College
--- | ---
Integrated System of Admissions in College (Namesake) + Complete dependency on Classes | Direct College affiliation and Cambridge certification (No dependency on classes)
Heavy on the pocket | Cost effective
No Individual Attention (Mass admissions) | Individual Attention>Indepth Knowledge>Daily Remedial> after school study pattern
Limited area of Study – Restricted to NEET and JEE curriculums only | Not Restricted to NEET and JEE curriculums only
Limited career options | Many Science related Major Career options

Career Guidance & Career Counselling

Education is absolutely essential in building a strong base for a successful career. Mostly students are aware of the destination in their career but are unaware of the path that they are supposed to take to reach there. Career Guidance Programs at TCIS will ensure that they know the right path and are aware of the wide array of career options that are available for them. The Cambria International School & Junior College (AS & A levels for Science) will be providing Career Guidance and Counselling after their college education.

At TCIS, we believe that The Right Advice at the Right Time will make all the difference in each student’s life.

Following features at TCIS will lead the way to a students’ bright future in Science.

- Career Guidance
- Personalised Mentorship Program - Interactive sessions with Achievers in the Science field
- Daily Remedials & Extra Classes
- Complete Access to Science Labs
- Industrial Visits for Practical Knowledge
- International Student Exchange Program
- Assistance for NEET & JEE
- Limited Students per year